A Q&A with
and
How did the collaboration between you begin? Did you
know you wanted to do a book together? How did that
idea develop?
SA M: The collaboration between myself and Oliver first
came about through a mutual friend who recommend we
meet, and when we did, I was taken aback by his catholic
tastes and his enthusiasm about — well — everything really.
And, I guess, I also have similar tendencies. That and we
both openly recognize that we’re actually giant children
stuck in adult bodies. So it was from there we knew
something interesting would happen if we could simply
find the time for both of us to sit down in a room with
some pencils. Well, actually a few rooms, a few pencils,
and — it also turned out — a few years.
OLI V ER: Sam and I are both devoted bookmakers. Yet
we’ve had very different careers and approaches when it
comes to making books. Sam creates imaginatively crafted
limited edition art books, whereas I have always been
drawn to working within the picture book format. Almost
instantly we knew we wanted to collaborate on a project. I
was blown away by the intricacy and integrity of his
typographic landscapes and felt the picture book
community would be, too.

I think one of the nice things about this character is that
she doesn’t belong to one of us but rather emerged from our
shared voices. And that idea — creativity coming from
many voices — became central to every page of this book.
From the start I think we both wanted to pay homage to
the amazing books we loved in our own childhoods, and it
turned out that we used a whole library of these books to
illustrate our Child of Books.
OLI V ER: Once we had that beginning stage, we realized
that Sam’s typographic artwork should be made out of
classic works of literature, building the imaginary
landscapes that reading inspires, and our story grew
from that idea.
continued . . .
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Collaboration is a risky endeavor. There needs to be a
balance in the work. You can’t have one person
dominating or bullying the other, and you can’t have
one person who isn’t willing to do their share.
Meaning, both people have to bring something to the
table and be receptive to other ideas. Working with
Sam is such a pleasure because we both put the
integrity of the project first. Furthermore, we have a
mutual respect for each other and genuine curiosity,
which really fuels what we do together.
SA M: In the beginning, when we were still
exploring each other’s work, one of the projects we
gravitated toward was a book I had made called
Orphan, which had a character in it whom we
both felt an affinity to. This character seemed
to be speaking to the both of us — so we
talked further about who this character might
be or become and we decided to give her a
name — a Child of Books.
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How did you meld your styles, and what was that work
process like logistically? Did it change course from
beginning to end?
SA M: We began by identifying threads from our previous
projects that would complement one another and we made
some rudimentary sketches by combining Oliver’s figurative
images and my typographic work. This led to further and
further refinements until by the end of the project many
images were so entwined, it was difficult to say where one
artist’s work ended and the other’s began.
OLI V ER: The process took us about five or six years in
total. We worked in little bursts, which was great because it
gave us plenty of time to step away and revisit the project
with fresh eyes. There was a lot of new territory for both of
us. We hadn’t seen any other work quite like it, where the
typeset lives so interactively with the illustrations, so we
really had to build the process from scratch. Logistically,
that required us to physically be in the same place at the
same time to hammer everything out. We also had to be in
the same space because, rather than dividing the roles into
illustrator and author, we made all the decisions about the
story and visuals together. I think this form of total
collaboration is a big part of what makes A Child of Books
so special and unique.
SA M: A lot of things get lost or mis-conveyed in screen
communication, and when it comes to subtle or sensitive
amendments — which this book had a lot of — it only really
worked when we were together in the room. So I think the
images became harmonious because of that.
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A pervasive element to this project was trust. We trusted
that when we sat down in a room something would come,
and we trusted in each other’s practices and the quality of
the work we had previously made.
Perhaps the biggest risk was committing the initial week
of time. That said, even by then we already knew quite
intuitively how much we liked this character, and by the
time we landed, our imaginations were already way ahead
of us.
After that week — which was very industrious and
productive — it was then a case of scheduling further days
together in our studios, which wasn’t straightforward since
Oliver’s based in New York and I am in London. So the
next component of the collaboration became time — a kind
of slow baking over years that saw us refine many things
and define what we really wanted to say.

A Child of Books is a celebration in the truest form of
books and storytelling. Why is that message so important
to get across?
OLI V ER: A Child of Books is truly a celebratory venture.
It was the opportunity for two bookmakers to pay homage
to the history of literature at large and the potential that it
engenders in us all. Our work is shaped by, and built on,
the books that we were exposed to as children. We wanted
to pay homage to those stories that impacted and
influenced us.
SA M: Both Oliver and myself wanted this book to
celebrate some of the great imaginations of the past, yet also
(hopefully) inspire new generations to come. We wanted
this book to be an invitation for people into finding their
own voices and their own stories.
What kinds of reactions do you hope this book will
inspire, not just in children, but also adults who share it
with young readers or need it for themselves?
SA M: Good ones.
OLI V ER: We imagined the characters of our story to play
two very different roles. The first is the Child of Books, who
knows the secrets of literature and imagination. The second
child needs to be shown the way. The second child perhaps
represents timid readers who have not yet been bitten by the
bug of literature. I like to imagine that the adults who read
this book to children might take on the role of the Child of
Books, guiding the young readers into this world of text.
SA M: Books create a very visceral and sensual experience
and that combined with imaginative ideas, that
combination, is a very compelling introduction to learning
and creativity. The Information Age has also turned out to
be the age of infinite distraction, and I certainly see books
as a contemporary tool by which we can remedy some of
that — especially in creating a focused way of entertaining
and teaching ourselves.
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